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We consider (2+1)-QFT at finite temperature on a product of time with a static spatial
geometry. The suitably defined difference of thermal vacuum free energy for the QFT on a
deformation of flat space from its value on flat space is a UV finite quantity, and for reasonable
fall-off conditions on the deformation is IR finite too. For perturbations of flat space we
show this free energy difference goes quadratically with perturbation amplitude and may be
computed from the linear response of the stress tensor. As an illustration we compute it for a
holographic CFT finding that at any temperature, and for any perturbation, the free energy
decreases. Similar behaviour was previously found for free scalars and fermions, and for
unitary CFTs at zero temperature, suggesting (2+1)-QFT may generally energetically favour
a crumpled spatial geometry. We also treat the deformation in a hydrostatic small curvature
expansion relative to the thermal scale. Then the free energy variation is determined by a
curvature correction to the stress tensor and for these theories is negative for small curvature
deformations of flat space.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The vacuum energy of a relativistic quantum field theory on a static spacetime provides an energy
measure on the geometry. We might then ask what type of geometry a QFT prefers energetically.
An important subtlety is that the one-point function of the stress tensor must be renormalised, and
this introduces scheme ambiguity into the resulting energy. Typically the leading UV divergence
in this vacuum expectation value is removed and the ambiguity in the counterterm, a cosmological
constant, is chosen so that the one point function vanishes on flat spacetime. However, there
are subleading divergences which require local curvature counterterms to remove, and their finite
remainder can’t be fixed by simply requiring vanishing on flat spacetime since these counterterms
trivially vanish there. Thus, a notion of energy, or equivalently at finite temperature, free energy,
in curved spacetime is ambiguous unless one has a UV complete theory. Worse still, even on flat
space if the theory is renormalised to have vanishing energy at zero temperature, then at finite
temperature the total free energy will be IR divergent due to infinite volume, leading one typically
to work instead with free energy density.
While the free energy is ambiguous, and on a non-compact space will generally be infinite, we
can instead consider the free energy difference between two spacetimes. We consider (2+1)-QFT on
an ultrastatic spacetime, so that the free energy is a functional of temperature and the two-space.
For free scalar and fermion fields in [1] it was shown that the difference in this free energy for two
spaces with the same volume and topology is a physical quantity that is UV finite. Indeed, it may
be computed without any regularisation in this free field setting. Further, it was shown that the
free energy difference for a 2-space that is a perturbation of flat space, relative to a flat space,
is both UV and IR finite and quadratic in the amplitude of the metric perturbation, and for any
deformation, for all mass and temperature (and scalar curvature coupling for the scalar) the sign
of the free energy variation was the same – flat space is energetically disfavoured. For a general
unitary (2+1)-CFT the same energetic revulsion to flat space was shown at zero temperature in [2].
In this work we extend the arguments of [1]. Considering relativistic (2+1)-QFTs on ultrastatic
spacetimes we carefully define a free energy difference for arbitrary deformations of flat space relative
to flat space itself and argue this is generally UV finite.1 For perturbations of flat space, and under
reasonable assumptions, it is quadratic in the amplitude of the perturbation and can be computed
from the linear response of the one-point function of the stress tensor to the perturbation. As an
illustration we use AdS/CFT [3–5] to compute this for certain strongly coupled theories, holographic
1 One may do the same for deformations of compact spaces where UV finiteness requires the volume of the deformed
and undeformed spaces to be equal.
3CFTs, which have a dual 4-dimensional gravitational description. AdS/CFT is a powerful tool for
study of strongly coupled theories on curved spacetime (see for example the review [6]) as putting
holographic CFTs on a curved space corresponds in the gravity dual to the purely geometric problem
of finding Einstein metrics with prescribed conformal boundary. Doing so, and computing the
resulting holographic stress tensor one point function following [7–9] we find a similar result to
that of the free field theories, namely that the leading variation of free energy decreases for any
perturbation and at any temperature. After a suitable normalisation by central charge, there is
rather remarkable similarity between the strongly coupled holographic CFT free energy variation
and the free fermion CFT (the massless Dirac case computed in [1]).
In the short wavelength limit (relative to the thermal scale) this perturbative holographic cal-
culation yields the universal zero temperature result for a general CFT in [2]. In the opposite long
wavelength limit, it can be solved using fluid-gravity methods where the behaviour is governed by
hydrodynamics [10, 11]. More generally we expect at finite temperature in our ultrastatic setting
any (2+1)-QFT to have a hydrostatic description. This suggests one may understand the free
energy variation as a correction to the ideal fluid stress tensor. We identify the leading correction
as a 4 derivative curvature term. In this hydrostatic, or low curvature expansion setting, the free
energy difference from flat space may be solved in terms of the integral of the Ricci scalar squared
of the deformed space, with a coefficient that in all the theories discussed above has definite sign.
This implies that weakly curved two-space is favoured over flat two-space also in the regime where
the deformation is not described by a small amplitude metric perturbation. For the free theories
discussed in [1] we explicitly confirm this weak curvature limit which follows simply from the heat
kernel expansion [12] of the determinants that yields the partition function.
The plan for the paper is as follows. In section II we define the UV finite free energy difference
described above for general (2+1)-QFTs. We show that for perturbations of flat space the leading
variation in free energy is quadratic in the perturbation amplitude. In section III we briefly review
the previous results for this quadratic variation in specific theories. Then in section IV we compute
this quadratic variation for holographic CFTs at finite temperature which involves computing the
boundary stress tensor from linear perturbations of the bulk gravity. Finally in section V we derive
the fluid-gravity limit for the free energy difference, and then argue that for general (2+1)-QFTs
the effect for low curvature deformations of flat space can be understood from hydrostatics, and
also confirm these results are true for free fields.
4II. FREE ENERGY VARIATION
We consider a relativistic (2+1)-QFT on a product of time with a static Riemannian 2-space Σ =
(M, gij), so dΣ2 = gij(x)dxidxj , in the finite temperature thermal vacuum state, with temperature
T . Moving to Euclidean time, we may regard this quantum thermal system as the QFT on the
Riemannian geometry,
ds2 = gˆµνdx
µdxν = dτ2 + gij(x)dx
idxj (1)
where τ ∼ τ + β with β = 1/T .2 The partition function Z, which is a functional of gij and β,
defines the thermal vacuum free energy F as,
−βF = lnZ[β,Σ] . (2)
Let us introduce a UV cut-off Λ, and then write,
Z[β,Σ] =
∫
Λ
DXe−SE [X;β,Σ] (3)
with DX the integral over fields (obeying the thermal boundary conditions) and SE the Euclidean
action. The stress tensor one-point function of this theory in its thermal vacuum, defined as,
〈Tµν〉 = − 2√
gˆ
δ lnZ
δgˆµν
(4)
is UV divergent without suitable renormalisation, the divergences being given by all possible local
geometric tensors which are symmetric and conserved, which in (2+1)-dimensions are a cosmological
term and an Einstein tensor term,
〈Tµν〉gˆ = c1Λ3gˆµν + c2ΛGˆµν +O(Λ0) (5)
with Gˆµν the Einstein tensor, and where c1,2 are dimensionless coefficients that depend on the
precise theory and nature of the cut-off, the temperature and any mass scales. For example, in
a theory with a mass m, they will be functions going as c1,2(TΛ ,
m
Λ ) which tend smoothly to a
constant as Λ → ∞. The leading divergence going as ∼ Λ3 leads to the famous ‘cosmological
constant’ problem, but there is also the subleading curvature induced divergence going as ∼ Λ
too. The stress tensor may be renormalised by adding suitable local geometric counterterms to the
Euclidean action, in this case a cosmological and Einstein-Hilbert term
∫
d3x
√
gˆ
(
a1 + a2Rˆ
)
, and
tuning their coefficients, a1 and a2, as Λ → ∞ to remove these divergence. However, in doing so,
2 We are working in ~ = c = kB = 1 units.
5one is left with a finite ambiguity in the stress tensor given by these two local terms. In curved
spacetime QFT, one usually chooses a prescription to ensure that at zero temperature the stress
tensor vanishes, and this scheme fixes the finite part of the coefficient a1. However, since the
Einstein-Hilbert term vanishes in flat space, there is no canonical choice for the finite part of a2.
Hence, the renormalised stress tensor, while finite in the Λ→∞ limit, suffers scheme dependence
parameterised by these pure geometric counterterms in the action. Computing, for example, the
energy of a static curved space Σ, such as a sphere, gives a finite but ambiguous result, which
explicitly depends on the nature of the UV physics. In such a situation the energy of a given space
Σ could be arbitrarily negative or positive depending on what finite counterterm contribution the
UV theory chooses. Of course, at finite temperature on a non-compact space, such as the case
of deformations of flat space that we are interested in here, the free energy will generally be IR
divergent due to the non-zero thermal free energy density being integrated over an infinite volume.
However, as discussed in [1], we may consider the free energy difference, ∆F , between the theory
on the ultrastatic spacetime with compact space Σ and a compact reference space Σ¯ = (M, g¯ij) of
the same topology and volume, and at the same temperature;
−β∆F [β,Σ, Σ¯] = lnZ[β,Σ]− lnZ[β, Σ¯] (6)
As shown in [1] for free scalar and fermion (2 + 1)-dimensional theories this difference is UV finite,
and hence an unambiguous low energy quantity, independent of details of the UV completion of
the theory. Furthermore in the non-compact setting, for perturbations of flat space, this difference
relative to flat space is also IR finite.
We may understand this quantity is UV finite for more general (2 + 1)-dimensional QFTs using
the stress tensor divergence structure above. We begin with the case that our geometries of interest,
Σ and Σ¯, are compact with finite volume as this will illustrate the idea. However, we are ultimately
interested in the case that Σ¯ is flat space, and Σ is a deformation of it. In this non-compact case
there is an added subtlety we shall address after the compact discussion.
Take a smooth one parameter family of (compact) geometries Σ() with Σ(0) = Σ¯. In local
coordinates the metric on Σ() is gij(x; ) with gij(x; 0) = g¯ij(x). We may define ∆F () to be the
difference of the free energy of Σ() to that of Σ¯. Then from the definition of the stress tensor, its
vev determines the derivative of the partition function and hence the thermal vacuum free energy
F as we deform in the parameter , as
dF
d
=
1
2
∫
d2x
√
g〈Tij〉Σ()
dgij
d
. (7)
6The above expression and those that follow are written covariantly in the 2-dimensional geometry
unless otherwise explicitly stated. Here we have assumed that the one-point function of the stress
tensor is independent of Euclidean time, as we expect for a good vacuum state, allowing us to
perform the time integral trivially. If this were not the case, the Lorentzian continuation of the
vacuum would be time dependent, as could happen for a free tachyonic scalar field. Substituting
our ultrastatic geometry into the general (2+1)-dimensional divergence structure above, we see in
our situation of interest the divergence in the spatial components of the stress tensor becomes,
〈Tij〉Σ = c1Λ3gij +O(Λ0) (8)
and there is no contribution from the term involving c2. In the action the corresponding Einstein-
Hilbert counterterm for our ultrastatic geometry simply becomes proportional to the Euler char-
acteristic of Σ, and hence in the variation of lnZ gives no contribution as the topology of Σ() is
invariant in . Thus, we see,
dF
d
= −c1Λ3 d
d
(∫
d2x
√
g
)
+O(Λ0) (9)
and integrating along the flow,
∆F = −c1Λ3
(
Vol(Σ)−Vol(Σ¯))+O(Λ0) (10)
and so provided the volume of the space Σ, Vol(Σ), and reference geometry, Vol(Σ¯), are equal then
∆F is manifestly finite in the Λ → ∞ limit. In computing ∆F one can use the unrenormalised
stress tensor, and clearly the result has no ambiguity, the scheme dependence due to the finite part
of a1,2 cancelling entirely in the difference.
Our focus here will be to consider the reference space Σ¯ = (M, g¯) to be flat Euclidean 2-space,
and choose Σ to be a perturbative metric deformation of this. This may be computed as in [1] by
considering a perturbation on a compactified space, such as a torus, and then taking the torus size
to infinity keeping the perturbation scale fixed. Alternatively, as we will do later, we may compute
directly in the infinite volume setting. Thus, we must now interpret the argument above in this
non-compact setting where we must be more careful in handling the infinite volumes of Σ and Σ¯.
We begin in a similar manner, by taking a one parameter family of geometries Σ() such that
Σ(0) = Σ¯ is flat space. Again, we take local coordinates and write gij(x; ) with gij(x; 0) = g¯ij(x).
The subtlety is that the coordinates on the manifold are fixed, and we wish to present both the
geometries Σ and Σ¯ in these same coordinates. Thus, we have two metrics and only one coordinate
freedom. While the geometry Σ¯ is fixed as flat space, the explicit metric components may be evolved
7in the flow parameter  by a diffeomorphism relative to those of Σ and this may potentially have
physical effect. Thus, we write this metric on Σ¯ as g¯ij(x; ) with g¯ij(x; 0) = g¯ij(x). Hence,
dg¯ij(x; )
d
= 2∇¯(ivj) (11)
where ∇¯ is the connection of g¯ij() and vi(x, ) is a smooth one parameter family of vector fields
that generate the diffeomorphisms on g¯ij() along the flow.
We assume the vacuum on the reference flat space is static so we may use the earlier relation (7).
Further we assume the spatial components of the stress tensor one-point function on flat space are
simply determined by the homogeneous pressure p, so,
〈Tij〉Σ¯ = p g¯ij(x; ) (12)
at the point  in the flow. Note if the one-point function is not renormalised, the UV divergence
will be the same as in the earlier equation (8) so p = c1Λ3 + O(Λ0). Then using equation (7) we
have,
dF¯
d
= −p d
d
Vol(g¯, ) (13)
where the volume functional is defined in terms of the metric g¯ij(x, ) as Vol(g¯, ) =
∫
d2x
√
g¯().
Now consider this (divergent) volume functional on the flat space Σ¯. In the compact case of course
for a given Σ¯ the volume is fixed and cannot depend on the choice of coordinates. However in this
non-compact case it may not be fixed if ‘large diffeomorphisms’ are allowed. From the definition
we see,
d
d
Vol(g¯, ) =
∫
d2x
√
g¯()∇¯ivi =
∫
∂∞M
dSiv
i (14)
with dSi the outward directed length element of the asymptotic boundary, ∂∞M, which is under-
stood as being defined via a suitable limit. If diffeomorphisms are allowed such that this boundary
term does not vanish then we see that the variation of Vol(g¯, ) in the parameter  may be finite
and non-vanishing. One could disallow such diffeomorphisms, but this would put an unreasonably
strong constraint on the allowed geometries Σ. Hence we learn that the reference flat space free
energy we subtract in the non-compact case may have a coordinate dependence in , although this
is only through the variation of volume due to large diffeomorphisms along the flow .
An explicit example may serve to illustrate this further. Consider the flat reference metric
written in polar coordinates, g¯ij(x)dxidxj = dr2 + r2dθ2. Then we may deform this along the flow
by the large diffeomorphism
ρ2 = r2
(
1 + 2v()r2 + r4
1 + r4
)
, g¯ij(x, )dx
idxj =
(
∂ρ(r, )
∂r
)2
dr2 + ρ(r, )2dθ2 , (15)
8provided v() > − 4
3
√
3
. This is clearly still flat space, however, if we consider the variation of the
volume in  we find,
d
d
Vol(g¯, ) =
d
d
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ 2pi
0
dθρ(r, )
∂ρ(r, )
∂r
= 2pi
∫ ∞
0
dr
(
4r3v′()
(1 + r4)2
)
= 2piv′() . (16)
Thus, the coordinate transform ρ2 = r2 + 2v() +O(1r ) ‘stretches’ the space Σ¯ relative to the fixed
coordinate chart. Whilst the volume itself is infinite, its variation in  is finite and non-vanishing.
Now we may proceed as before to consider the UV behaviour, but being careful to note in
this non-compact case that the free energy functional evaluated on both Σ() and the flat reference
space depend on the flow parameter,  i.e. βF () = − lnZ[gij()] and βF¯ () = − lnZ[g¯ij()] so that
∆F () = ∆F [Σ(), Σ¯] = F () − F¯ (). We have the same expression as previously in equation (9)
for the UV divergence of dF ()/d, but now also have a similar expression for dF¯ ()/d leading to,
d∆F
d
= −c1Λ3
(
d
d
Vol(g, )− d
d
Vol(g¯, )
)
+O(Λ0) . (17)
Whilst the reference geometry is fixed to be flat space we may choose ‘large diffeomorphisms’ to
adjust the change in volume ddVol(g¯, ) to equal that of the geometry of interest
d
dVol(g, ). Doing
so then renders ∆F () to be UV finite. Furthermore since the variation of the reference free energy
F¯ () only depends on the volume variation, as we saw in equation (13), this completely fixes the
finite part of the reference space subtraction too. We have seen in the explicit example above that
for flat space, by an appropriate choice of the function v() in equation (15), we may always solve
this condition (at least in this example, we should be near enough to  = 0 that v() > − 4
3
√
3
remains
true, but of course one could use other choices of ‘large’ diffeomorphism). It may be interesting to
explore this for other non-compact spaces.
Thus, whilst in the compact case we require the volume of Σ and Σ¯ to be equal to ensure a UV
finite free energy difference, the non-compact case is rather different. Due to ‘large diffeomorphisms’
there is no volume constraint on the geometry Σ – there could not be as the volumes of both Σ and
Σ¯ are infinite and not well defined. The key point is that these ‘large diffeomorphisms’ may be used
to subtract the ‘correctly stretched’ flat reference geometry, Σ¯, in order to ensure ∆F is UV finite.
Note that had we not stretched the geometry Σ¯ appropriately, in order to have a UV finite free
energy difference we would have to restrict to deformations such that ddVol(g, ) vanishes, which
would be an unreasonably strong restriction on the allowed deformed geometries gij(x, ) given a
starting flat reference geometry metric g¯ij(x).
Perhaps another more physical way to say this is as follows. Whilst in the compact case one
must compare a Σ and Σ¯ with the same volume, one always has the freedom to scale one or other
9to achieve this volume condition. Such freedom should also be present in the flat non-compact
case. Obviously since its volume is infinite, it doesn’t make much sense to scale the space, but
instead this freedom to ‘match’ the two spaces Σ and Σ¯ appropriately is implemented by these
‘large diffeomorphisms’ or ‘stretching’. This issue will be further discussed elsewhere [13].
In the free field case [1] one finds that ∆F ∼ O(2) and hence is quadratic in the metric
perturbation to flat space, rather than being linear which, naively, one might have expected. We
shall now show how to compute ∆F generally for perturbations of flat space from the variation
of the stress tensor, and in particular we shall see why the variation is quadratic. While we are
primarily interested in taking Σ¯ to be flat space, for the time being we also treat the compact case,
which we will see may also lead to the same quadratic behaviour. Since the spatial geometry is two
dimensional, we may choose coordinates so that we write the deformation of the geometry, Σ(), as
a Weyl deformation of the reference geometry presented as g¯ij(x), so,
gij(x; ) = e
2f(x;)g¯ij(x) (18)
where f is a one parameter family of smooth functions on Σ¯ with f(x; 0) = 0 so that Σ(0) = Σ¯.
We now expand about  = 0 as,
f(x) =  f (1)(x) + 2f (2)(x) +O(3) . (19)
In response to this deformation, we write the perturbation to the vev of the spatial part of the
stress tensor due to this metric deformation as,
〈Tij〉Σ() = σ¯ij(x) +  δσij(x) +O(2) . (20)
Following the discussion above, one may take this one-point function to be either renormalised or
not, as any divergent parts will cancel in the final result. We view δσij(x) as the linear response
of the spatial stress tensor to the metric deformation. Thus, we think of δσij as a linear functional
of f (1), while it is of course independent of the higher orders of the deformation, such as f (2). For
later convenience we denote the energy density ρ = 〈Ttt〉Σ() = −〈Tττ 〉Σ(), and this varies as,
ρ = ρ¯+  δρ(x) +O(2) . (21)
Again we assume the vacuum is static, in the sense that 〈Tij〉Σ() has only spatial dependence and
no dependence on (Euclidean) time. Then we may use the earlier relation (7). We also assume that
Σ¯ has a suitable translation invariance so that σ¯ii = σ¯ij g¯
ij =constant. We would certainly expect
this for Σ¯ being flat spacetime (when σ¯ii = 2p) but also for other homogeneous (not necessarily
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isotropic) spaces such as tori and spheres. We note that this disallows ‘striped’ phases of vacuum
(see for example [14]) although in the absence of sources for operators (other than a curved metric)
one would not expect the homogeneous vacuum to spontaneously break unless the theory possesses
a tachyonic direction which would render it ill-defined on flat spacetime (although perhaps valid on
suitably small compact spaces). Following our assumptions we use equation (7) to write,
dF
d
= −1
2
σ¯ii
(
d
d
Vol(g, )
)
+ 2
∫
d2x
√
g¯
((
f (1)
)2
σ¯ii −
1
2
f (1) δσii
)
+O
(
2
)
(22)
where indices are raised and lowered using the reference metric g¯ij(x). Now in the compact case
since we choose the volume of Σ() to equal that of Σ¯ to ensure UV finiteness, so ddVol(g, ) = 0,
then we find,
∆F () = 2
∫
d2x
√
g¯
((
f (1)
)2
σ¯ii −
1
2
f (1) δσii
)
+O
(
3
)
. (23)
However, following our discussion above we obtain precisely the same expression in the non-compact
case for deformations of flat space, since for UV finiteness we choose appropriate ‘large diffeomor-
phisms’ for g¯ij(x, ) so that ddVol(g¯, ) equals
d
dVol(g, ), and F¯ () evolves as in equation (13).
Hence, for deformations of both homogeneous compact spaces and flat space, where the vacuum of
the undeformed space is static and has constant σ¯ii, we arrive at a quadratic variation of our free
energy difference. This is determined in terms of the linear deformation of the metric, f (1), both
explicitly and implicitly through the response of the spatial stress components δσij . If we chose
to use the unrenormalised stress tensor one-point function, from earlier equation (8) we would find
that σ¯ii = 2c1Λ
3 +O(Λ0) and δσii = 4c1Λ
3f (1) +O(Λ0), and hence the UV divergences will cancel
between the two terms above, leaving only a UV finite result as expected. Note that if one chose a
reference geometry which was not homogeneous, and hence presumably σ¯ii would not be constant,
then one would expect a linear variation in  instead. It is the quadratic nature of the variation for
homogeneous spaces that potentially enables ∆F to have a definite sign.
We now specialise to the case of the reference space Σ¯ being flat space, and choose natural
coordinates so that g¯ij = δij . Then we may decompose the leading metric perturbation as a Fourier
transform,
f (1)(x) =
∫
d2k eikix
i
f˜(ki) (24)
where reality imposes f˜(−ki) = f˜(ki)?. On flat space the linear response of the trace of the
spatial stress tensor, δσii, to the metric deformation is constrained by the rotational and translation
invariance. For a deformation by a single Fourier mode the response will be proportional to that
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mode, with a coefficient depending on the wavevector ki only through its magnitude, k =
√
kiki.
Hence, for a general perturbation the response will be
δσii(x) =
∫
d2k eikix
i
s(k)f˜(ki) (25)
and is characterised by the function s(k). Then we may write the quadratic variation of ∆F as,
∆F () = −2
∫
d2k a(k)
∣∣∣f˜(ki)∣∣∣2 +O (3) (26)
where the function a(k) = (2pi)2
(
1
2s(k)− σ¯ii
)
characterises the variation, and again only depends
on the wavevector through its magnitude k. Note that as we have defined signs, modes which have
positive a(k) give rise to a quadratic decrease in free energy relative to flat space.
III. REVIEW: ZERO TEMPERATURE CFT AND FINITE TEMPERATURE FREE
FIELDS
We now review the results of this free energy variation given in previous computations. Firstly
let us consider a general CFT at zero temperature, so we have an energy variation rather than free
energy variation with metric deformation which we may interpret as a vacuum Casimir energy. We
define the CFT ‘central charge’ cT as the coefficient entering the two point function of the stress
tensor in vacuum on flat space as,
〈Tµν(x)Tαβ(0)〉 = cT|x|6
(
Iµ(αIβ)ν −
1
3
δµνδαβ
)
(27)
with Iµν = δµν − 2xµxν/|x|2, and for a unitary theory cT > 0 [15]. Then in [2] it was shown that
the energy variation is as above with a positive function a(k) given as,
aCFT(k) = cT
pi4
24
k3 > 0 (28)
leading to flat space being disfavoured over any metric deformation of it at zero temperature. In
fact for a holographic CFT at zero temperature it was shown in [2] using the dual gravitational
methods of [16] that for non-perturbative deformations of flat space the energy is negative.
Secondly, consider either a free scalar φ, or a Dirac fermion ψ, and take the field to have mass
M (which may be zero). In the scalar case we include a scalar curvature coupling ξ. Thus, the
fields obey the (2+1)-dimensional equations of motion,(
−∇ˆ2 + ξRˆ+M2
)
φ = 0 ,
(
/ˆD +M
)
ψ = 0 (29)
12
where /ˆD is understood as being defined by the spacetime spin connection. Then the free energy
difference at finite temperature T was determined in [1] using heat kernel methods to be,
as,f(k) = −qTk4
∫ ∞
0
dt e−M
2tΘq(T
2t)Is,f(k
2t). (30)
where the thermal factor is given as,
Θq(ζ) =
∞∑
n=−∞
e−(2pi)
2(n−q+1/2)2ζ (31)
and for a scalar we take q = −12 and
Is(ζ) = − pi
4ζ2
[
6 + ζ(1− 8ξ)−
(
6 + 2ζ(1− 4ξ) + ζ
2
2
(1− 4ξ)2
)
F
(√
ζ
2
)]
(32)
whereas for the fermion we take q = +1 and
If(ζ) =
pi
4ζ2
[
(6 + ζ)F
(√
ζ
2
)
− 6
]
. (33)
Here we have defined F(ζ) = ζ−1e−ζ2 ∫ ζ0 dζ ′ e(ζ′)2 . As discussed in [1] in both scalar and fermion
cases the function a(k) > 0, and hence perturbed flat space is energetically preferred relative to
flat space itself, for any mass M (including zero) and for any temperature T (including zero), and
in the case of the scalar, for any curvature coupling ξ.
IV. FINITE TEMPERATURE HOLOGRAPHIC CFT
We now consider computing the leading free energy difference at finite temperature for a holo-
graphic CFT deforming away from a flat reference space. From the above discussion we may
compute this using equation (26) by considering the linear response of the spatial components of
the stress tensor, δσij , to the linear perturbation f (1) to the flat space the theory is defined on.
We make the assumption that the behaviour of the holographic CFT is governed by only the
‘universal sector’, and hence is computed from a dual 4-dimensional gravity with a negative cosmo-
logical constant. Since we are only deforming by turning on temperature and changing the spatial
geometry perturbatively from flat, with no other sources, we expect that even at finite temperature
the thermal vacuum is described by this universal sector. This would of course be different if other
sources, such as chemical potentials were turned on, which could induce finite temperature phase
transitions involving condensing fields outside the universal sector (as for example famously for
holographic superconductors [17–19]). This could also differ if one perturbed a different homoge-
neous boundary space, such as a round sphere where the dual global AdS Schwarzschild would be
unstable at low temperature to localisation on an internal space [20–23].
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The thermal vacuum solution dual to the holographic CFT on the reference flat space boundary
is then planar AdS-Schwarzschild, which we write in Euclidean time as,
ds2(bulk) = g
(Sch)
AB dx
AdxB
=
`2
z2
(1− ( z
z0
)3)
dτ2 + dx2i +
dz2
1−
(
z
z0
)3
 (34)
where temperature T = 34piz0 , and this solves the bulk Einstein equation RAB = − 3`2 gAB, where
the AdS-scale ` and bulk Newton constant GN are related to the dual CFT ‘central charge’, c
(holo)
T ,
as pi
2
48 c
(holo)
T =
`2
16piGN
(see for example [24, 25]). The spatial part of the boundary metric is the flat
reference metric, g¯ij = δij , in the coordinates xi. The (traceless) stress tensor vev for this reference
geometry is constant with,
σ¯ij =
4pi5
81
T 3c
(holo)
T δij (35)
so that ρ = σ¯ii =
8pi5
81 T
3c
(holo)
T . Following the discussion above we perturb the boundary metric
to gij(x; ) =
(
1 + 2 f (1)(x) +O(2)
)
δij and expect a quadratic free energy response as in equa-
tion (26). To leading order in  this results in a bulk solution which is a linear deformation to the
homogeneous black hole,
ds2(bulk) =
(
g
(Sch)
AB +  hAB +O(
2)
)
dxAdxB (36)
with the prescribed spatial boundary geometry Σ() with metric gij(x; ), together with regularity
at the bulk thermal horizon giving boundary conditions for the perturbation hAB. This linear bulk
perturbation induces a linear variation δσij in the boundary stress tensor. Thus, our task is simply
to find the appropriate linear bulk perturbation.
Before we proceed a comment is in order. Since the CFT partition function can be computed
from the renormalised on-shell action when the theory is described by a gravity dual, one might
think that one should directly compute this on-shell action to yield ∆F , rather than going via
computation of the stress tensor. While one could do this, we know that since the variation is
quadratic in the perturbation, then one would naively have to work to second order in  in the bulk
which is a considerably more complicated task. In fact we have done the calculation this way too
in the same fashion as for the perturbative construction of nonuniform black strings [26, 27], and of
course it agrees as it must, so we will not detail it here. The important point we emphasise is that
the first law like relation in equation (23) constrains the variation ∆F and shows us that really the
result only depends on the perturbation and its response at linear order, even though the resulting
∆F is quadratic.
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Consider for now the bulk response to a single mode of the boundary deformation,
f (1)(xi) = eikx (37)
in the x direction. Since the perturbation is trivial if f (1) is constant, we shall assume that k 6= 0.
The symmetry in the τ and y directions implies the bulk perturbation takes the general form,
hAB =
`2eikx
z2

hττ (z) 0 0 0
hzz(z) hxz(z) 0
hxz(z) hxx(z) 0
hyy(z)
 (38)
writing xA = (τ, z, x, y). Considering a general diffeomorphism, vA = (0, a(z)eikx, ikb(z)eikx, 0), of
the Schwarzschild background, then
∇(Sch)(τ vτ) = −
(
1 +
1
2
(
z
z0
)3)
a(z)
`2eikx
z3
, ∇(Sch)(xvx) −∇
(Sch)
(y vy) = −k2b(z)
`2eikx
z2
(39)
and hence (noting that k 6= 0) we may completely fix the gauge for the perturbation with the choice
hττ (z) = 0 and hxx(z) = hyy(z). Defining the function 2u(z) = hxx(z) = hyy(z) one finds that
Einstein’s equation reduces to the single second order o.d.e., most conveniently written defining the
variable χ = z/z0 and dimensionless wavevector k˜ = z0k,
u′′(χ)−
(
16− 24χ3 + 36χ6 − χ9
8− 6χ3 − 3χ6 + χ9
)
u′(χ)
χ
− k˜
2
1− χ3u(χ) = 0 (40)
with the remaining non-zero metric components being given in terms of the solution as,
hzz(z) = − z
1− χ34
u′(z) , hxz(z) = −2i
k
(
2 + χ3
4− χ3
)2
u′(z)− 2ikz
4− χ3u(z) . (41)
We now consider the two boundary conditions on u(χ) required by this second order o.d.e.
Performing an asymptotic expansion about z = 0 we find the general solution for u behaves as
a power series,
u = u0 − k˜2u0χ
2
2
+ u3
χ3
6
+O(χ4) (42)
where higher powers of χ have their coefficients determined in terms of the two constants of in-
tegration for the o.d.e. u0 and u3. In order that the boundary metric takes the required form
corresponding to the single mode perturbation in equation (37) we must impose the condition
u0 = 1. The coefficient u3 is determined by the requirement that the horizon remains regular.
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In our gauge choice the horizon remains at z = z0 (or χ = 1), where the two behaviours are the
smooth one we require which is a Taylor series in (1− χ),
u = uh +O (1− χ) (43)
with the coefficient of higher powers of (1− χ) given in terms of the value of u at the horizon, uh,
and also an unwanted singular behaviour u(z) ∼ ul log (z0 − z). The general solution is the sum of
these, and our boundary condition is to ensure ul = 0, which in turn will determine the asymptotic
data u3. An important point is that the regular behaviour does not perturb the surface gravity,
and hence the temperature, at linear order in  – this can be understood due to this mode having
non-trivial spatial variation in the horizon directions, whereas surface gravity must be constant over
the horizon.
Thus, imposing the boundary conditions determines u3 as a function of k and z0, which due to
scale symmetry is only a function of the dimensionless k˜. Let us denote this solution as u3 = u3(k˜).
We are unable to determine this analytically, but it is a straightforward numerical exercise to
compute it using standard ‘shooting’ methods and we will discuss the full solution shortly. The low
temperature limit, k˜ →∞, is simple to obtain. Then the linear equation (40) for u reduces to,
u′′(z)− 2
z
u′(z)− k2u(z) = 0 (44)
with solution, u(z) = e−kz(1 + kz) obeying the boundary conditions and implying u3(k˜) = 2k˜3 for
large k˜.
Having determined u3(k˜) from the o.d.e. (40) and its boundary conditions, we may deduce the
linear variation of the holographic CFT stress tensor. We move to a Feffermann-Graham gauge
transforming from z, x to new coordinates z′ = z0χ′, x′ so that,
ds2(bulk) =
`2
z′2
(
dz′2 + g′ττdτ
2 + g′ijdx
′idx′j
)
(45)
which is achieved by taking,
χ = χ′
(
1− 1
6
χ′3 +O(χ′5)
)
+ eikx
′
(
− k˜
2
4
χ′3 +
u3
12
χ′4 +O(χ′5)
)
x = x′ +

ik
eikx
′
(
−u3
12
χ′3 +
k˜4
16
χ′4 +O(χ′5)
)
(46)
so that near the conformal boundary the metric is given in terms of the CFT stress tensor as [7–9],
g′ττ = 1 + 
k2
2
eikxz′2 − 1
3c
(holo)
T
(
ρ¯+ δρ(x′)
)
z′3 +O(z′4)
g′ij =
(
1 + 2eikx
)
δij − k
2
2
eikxz′2 +
1
3c
(holo)
T
(
σ¯ij + δσij(x
′)
)
z′3 +O(z′4) (47)
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where the linear response, δσij , of the spatial stress tensor is given as,
δσxx(x) =
pi2
24z30
eikxc
(holo)
T
δσyy(x) =
pi2
24z30
(
1 +
1
4
u3(k˜)
)
eikxc
(holo)
T (48)
with δσxy = 0 and δρ = δσii. Using linearity and rotational invariance then for a general Fourier
decomposed perturbation of the boundary as in (24) we will find the trace,
δσii(x) =
pi2
24z30
c
(holo)
T
∫
d2k f˜(ki)
(
2 +
1
4
u3(z0k)
)
eikix
i
(49)
and using equation (26) this determines the quadratic variation of the free energy, ∆F , in terms of
the function a(k) characterising it as,
a(k, T ) =
pi4k3
48
c
(holo)
T
(
3k
4piT
)−3
u3
(
3k
4piT
)
(50)
where we have used the relation between T and z0. Recall in the low temperature limit, u3 ' 2k˜3,
which implies a(k) = c
(holo)
T pi
4
24 k
3 at low temperature which reproduces the zero temperature general
CFT result of [2] as it should.
We now turn to the solution, u3, of the numerical shooting problem which directly determines
∆F . In figure 1 we plot a(k,T )
cT k3
for the holographic CFT given by this numerical solution as a function
of the dimensionless variable 34pi
k
T . We see this tends to
pi4
24 as expected at low temperature. A key
observation is that u3, and hence the function a, is positive for all k/T . This results in the quadratic
variation of ∆F for this strongly coupled holographic CFT being negative for any perturbation of
flat space, at any temperature, giving the same qualitative behaviour as for the free fields. It is very
interesting to compare the free energy variation for the holographic CFT to the free fermion CFT,
given by the massless Dirac case above. Using the value for the central charge of the massless Dirac
fermion c(Dirac)T = 3/(4pi)
2, we also plot in the same figure a(k,T )
cT k3
computed by numerically evaluating
the integral in equation (30) with integrand determined from equation (33). The holographic CFT
and free fermion give such similar behaviour of ∆F when normalised by their central charges that
it is hard to see by eye the two separate curves.3 One might be suspicious that since both curves
are determined numerically perhaps they are actually the same. This is not the case, and we shall
see shortly that the low wavenumber behaviour confirms the curves cannot be identical. That said,
we have no idea why these curves are so similar – presumably it is a coincidence as the theories are
quite different, for example one being a free theory with one field and the other strongly coupled
with a large number of degrees of freedom.
3 We do not compare to the massless conformally coupled scalar, since whilst this is formally a CFT, as mentioned
in [1], the flat space zero mode of the massless scalar with any non-zero curvature coupling becomes a tachyonic
mode when any curvature is present and hence changes the theory to be unstable in character.
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3 k
4πT
1
2
3
4
a
cT k^3
FIG. 1. Graph of the function a(k, T ) which specifies the quadratic variation of the free energy difference
from flat space, ∆F , normalised by the CFT central charge, cT , and by k3, against 3k/(4piT ) for both the
holographic CFT (red curve) and free fermion CFT (blue curve). For any CFT this asymptotes to pi4/24
for large k/T . However, remarkably both these CFTs have strikingly similar curves over the range of k/T
even though they are very different theories. Since we see a(k, T ) is positive for a holographic CFT, this
implies that flat space is energetically disfavoured over any perturbation of it, and for any temperature, for
such theories.
V. HYDROSTATICS AND THE LONG WAVELENGTH LIMIT
We now investigate the hydrostatic long wavelength limit, k → 0 at fixed T for the holographic
theory. As we shall see, this may be viewed as the fluid-gravity limit [10, 11] which may be applied
in the case of weakly deformed boundary metrics [28]. Following the usual procedure we consider
the solution in the small k limit relative to the temperature, or equivalently z0, and hence we are
working in the limit k˜ → 0. Then we expand the solution as,
u(z, k) = u(0)(χ) + k˜2u(2)(χ) + k˜4u(4)(χ) +O(k˜6) (51)
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and solving the linear o.d.e. in equation (40) order by order in k˜, and imposing the boundary
conditions, one finds,
u(0)(χ) = 1
u(2)(χ) = − χ
2
2 + χ3
u(4)(χ) =
1
108
(
−2
√
3pi +
36(χ+ χ3)
2 + χ3
− 9 log (1 + χ+ χ2)+ 6√3 arctan( √3
1 + 2χ
))
. (52)
From this solution we deduce the data u3(k˜) = 43 k˜
4 and so,
a(k, T ) = c
(holo)
T
pi3k4
48T
+O(k6) (53)
which accounts for the linear behaviour in the figure 1 as k/T → 0. Using equations (48) we
may read off the CFT stress tensor, raising the question what corrections to the leading perfect
conformal fluid stress tensor are responsible for this behaviour. Since the stress tensor perturbation
goes as ∼ k4 we see that this must involve 4 derivative corrections, and in particular these must be
curvature corrections since the effect results from spatial deformations.
More generally in any (2+1)-QFT one can ask whether the leading quadratic variation of the free
energy we have considered here can be understood in terms of hydrostatic stress tensor corrections
at finite temperature in the long wavelength limit (relative to the thermal scale). Consider our free
scalar and fermion theories. From equation (30) we see at long wavelengths compared to T−1 and
M−1,
as,f(k, T ) = −qIs,f(0)Tk4
∫ ∞
0
dt e−M
2tΘq(T
2t) +O(k6) (54)
which we may evaluate in both cases, giving for the scalar,
as(k, T ) =
pi
60M
(
1− 10ξ + 30ξ2) coth(M
2T
)
k4 +O(k6) (55)
and for the fermion,
af(k, T ) =
pi
120M
tanh
(
M
2T
)
k4 +O(k6) . (56)
Thus, again we see the same behaviour a(k, T ) ∼ k4 as k → 0 at fixed temperature for the
fermion, and for the massive scalar, suggesting the free energy difference may have a long wavelength
description in terms of curvature corrections to a fluid stress tensor.
We pause to emphasise that this relatively fast decay a(k, T ) ∼ k4 at long wavelength allows
very generous asymptotic behaviour of perturbations of flat space that still yield a finite free energy
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difference. One might have thought that the perturbation f would be required to have some power
law fall-off to ensure an IR finite free energy difference. In fact we see from equation (26) that this
is not the case, and a suitably smooth bounded f will give an IR finite result. We note that for the
massless scalar the behaviour is different due to the Euclidean zero mode that theory possesses on
flat space which alters the long wavelength behaviour so that a ∼ k2 for zero curvature coupling,
ξ, and as noted earlier, the theory is pathological for non-zero ξ. We also note that for the free
fermion CFT, the massless free fermion case, we obtain,
af,CFT(k, T ) = c
(Dirac)
T
pi3
45T
k4 +O(k6) (57)
when writing it in terms of the free fermion central charge. Thus we see from equations (53) and (57)
that the quantity a/cT is very similar for the holographic CFT and the free fermion, but is not
identical, having the ratio 45/48 ' 0.94 at long wavelengths. This confirms our earlier assertion
that the two curves in figure 1, whilst remarkably similar, are not identical. It is also peculiar that
the transcendental structure of this limit of the function a(k, T ) is the same for the holographic
and free fermion CFT.
We now identify the 4 derivative correction to the perfect fluid stress tensor responsible for this
leading long wavelength free energy variation for a general (2+1)-dimensional QFT. We assume
the theory admits a hydrostatic description at finite temperature for weak deformations of the
spatial geometry from flat space. From gauge-gravity duality we know this to be true for the
holographic CFT, which admits a hydrodynamic description for weak curvatures [28, 29]. From the
discussion above it appears to hold for free scalars and fermions (except in the massless scalar case)
as suggested by the behaviour a(k, T ) ∼ k4, and we will shortly confirm this explicitly. Note that
normally one would expect some interactions to be necessary in order to discuss hydrodynamics.
While this is true in a dynamical setting, in the canonical equilibrium setting of hydrostatics where
the temperature is maintained by an external bath, one can perfectly well consider the fluid of
thermal free particles. The dynamical zero mode of the massless scalar theory appears not to have
such a local particle interpretation, and modifies this expectation.
To proceed we consider the most general relativistic (2+1)-dimensional fluid stress-energy tensor
Tµν on our ultrastatic curved spacetime up to 4 derivatives in the absence of any other sources or
currents. We assume the theory is such that on flat space the thermal vacuum stress-energy tensor is
static and homogeneous. Let us for a moment switch to Lorentzian signature. A dynamical fluid is
described by a local temperature T (x) and velocity uµ(x) from which the stress tensor is composed
as a derivative expansion, the equations of motion of the fluid following from its conservation (see
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for example [30] for a nice review of hydrodynamics). Then there are two key simplifications in
our hydrostatic setting. Firstly since the fluid is static after the spatial deformation, the fluid
vector is simply u = ∂/∂t, and in our geometry ∇µuν = 0 and hence no terms involving derivatives
of the velocity can contribute to the stress tensor. For example, the leading corrections to the
perfect fluid stress-energy tensor due to viscosity vanish for our static situation. Likewise since
we are considering the thermal vacuum at constant temperature the local temperature function is
constant, and no temperature derivative terms will contribute. Since we have no other sources,
and velocity and temperature derivatives vanish, the only relevant derivative corrections are those
arising from spacetime curvatures as we should expect since our effect is driven by spatial curvature.
Then the terms that can contribute to 〈Tµν〉 for our deformation of the flat geometry, and are both
compatible with symmetry and conservation, are then,
〈Tµν〉Σ = p gˆµν + a
(
Rˆµν − 1
2
Rˆgµν
)
+ bBµν + cCµν
+uµuν
(
(ρ+ p) + dRˆ+ e∇ˆ2Rˆ+ fRˆ2 + g(Rˆαβ)2
)
+ . . . (58)
where this expression is written covariantly in the full (2+1)-spacetime, and Bµν and Cµν are the
two conserved symmetric 4-derivative tensors,
Bµν = ∇ˆµ∂νRˆ− ∇ˆ2Rˆgˆµν − RˆRˆµν + 1
4
Rˆ2gˆµν
Cµν = ∇ˆ2
(
Rˆµν − 1
2
Rˆ gˆµν
)
− 4RˆµαRˆα ν + 2RˆRˆµν +
3
2
RˆαβRˆ
αβ gˆµν − 3
4
Rˆ2gˆµν (59)
possible in 3-dimensions which come from variation of
∫
d3x
√
gˆRˆ2 and
∫
d3x
√
gˆ
(
RˆµνRˆ
µν − 12Rˆ2
)
respectively. The coefficients in this expansion, ie. ρ, p, a, b, . . ., are functions only of the (constant)
temperature T .4 Here ‘. . .’ represents higher derivative contributions, terms involving derivatives
of uµ or temperature, and terms that vanish for our ultrastatic geometry. Note we have used
the fact that the Riemann tensor is determined by the Ricci tensor in 3-dimensions, and hence
doesn’t appear. Also we have no terms linear in uµ as we require a static stress tensor, and for our
ultrastatic geometry uµuνRˆµν vanishes, as does uα∇ˆαRˆ and uα∇ˆαRˆµν .
Now to compute ∆F taking Σ¯ as flat space, and Σ a weakly curved deformation of it, we may
use equation (7) and hence only require the spatial components of the stress tensor. These simplify
considerably when we write them covariantly in the 2-d geometry Σ. The terms multiplying uµuν
4 It is perhaps simpler to consider the renormalised one-point function although as stressed earlier, for our application
we may equally consider the unrenormalised one since UV divergences will cancel in the quantity of interest, ∆F .
In this case one may regard the coefficients ρ, p and a as divergent with the UV cut-off.
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now play no role, and we recall in 2-dimensions the Ricci tensor is given in terms of the Ricci scalar.
We obtain the hydrostatic spatial stress tensor components,
〈Tij〉Σ = p gij + b
(
∇i∂jR−∇2Rgij − 1
4
R2gij
)
+ . . . (60)
where we note that there are no two-derivative contributions to these spatial components, and also
only the 4 derivative tensor Bµν contributes. The dots again refer to terms with higher than four
derivatives of the metric, or terms vanishing in the hydrostatic case, so the derivatives of temperature
and terms involving the spatial fluid velocity. Then using (7) and subtracting a suitable ‘stretching’
of the flat reference space so that ddVol(g¯, ) =
d
dVol(g, ), we obtain,
d∆F
d
=
b
2
∫
d2x
√
g
(
∇i∂jR−∇2Rgij − 1
4
R2gij
)
dgij
d
(61)
where we note that the pressure term drops out. This can be integrated in  to obtain ∆F , and
since curvature vanishes for the flat reference space Σ¯, we obtain,
∆F [Σ] = −b(T )
4
∫
d2x
√
gR2
∣∣∣∣
Σ
(62)
for the free energy difference relative to flat space. If we take gij(x) =
(
1 + 2f (1)(x) +O(2)
)
δij
as above, then the leading order variation yields,
∆F [Σ] = −2b(T )
∫
d2x (∂2f (1))2 (63)
and hence the function a(k, T ) in equation (26) is determined by the coefficient b(T ) as,
a(k, T ) = 4pi2b(T )k4 . (64)
By comparison with the long wavelength results above in equations (53), (55) and (56) we can
read off the coefficient b(T ) for these theories, which is always positive. The expression for ∆F in
equation (62) is manifestly negative in these cases where the coefficient b(T ) is positive. Hence for
all these theories we arrive at the interesting result that the perturbative results on the negativity
of ∆F extend to non-perturbative deformations of flat space, provided the hydrostatic limit holds
so that the curvature length scale of the deformation is long compared to the thermal length scale.
We have inferred that the free scalar and fermion QFTs have a hydrostatic description of the
free energy difference from the behaviour a(k, T ) ∼ k4. However, one might ask whether this can
be derived directly. We shall now show this is indeed the case. The partition function is given in
terms of a functional determinant,
F [Σ] = −q˜ T ln det Oˆs,f (65)
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where q˜ = −12 ,+12 in the scalar and fermion cases respectively and Oˆs,f are the (2+1)-dimensional
scalar and fermion operators,
Oˆs = −∇ˆ2 + ξRˆ+M2 , Oˆf = − /ˆD
2
+M2 . (66)
In our Euclidean ultrastatic setting one finds,
Oˆs,f = −∂2τ +M2 +Os,f (67)
where now Os,f are the elliptic 2-dimensional operators on Σ given as,
Os = −∇2 + ξR , Of = − /D2 (68)
and /D is the 2-dimensional Dirac operator on Σ. The functional determinant may be evaluated via
heat kernels in a similar manner to that in [1], yielding,
∆F [Σ] = q˜ T
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
e−M
2tΘq(T
2t)∆KOs,f (t) (69)
where ∆KO(t) = Tr
(
e−tO − e−tO¯
)
is the difference between the heat kernels for O on Σ and Σ¯.
These admit an asymptotic heat kernel expansion [12],
KO(t) '
∑
m>0
d2m(O)tm−1 (70)
where d2m(O) are the heat kernel coefficients, and in our 2-dimensional context these are integrals
of sums and products of the Ricci scalar and its derivatives so that d2m(O) ∼ `2−2m, where ` is
the characteristic length scale of the deformation. Hence this should be viewed as an expansion in
the dimensionless quantity t/`2. In the hydrostatic regime discussed above we have low curvature
compared to the thermal scale, so that ` T  1. Then the integrand in equation (69) is localised
near t = 0 (where in the scalar case we also require a non-zero mass such that `M  1) and using
the heat kernel expansion gives,
∆F ' q˜
2
∞∑
m=0
∆ds,f2m+4
(−1)m
T 2m+1
J
(m)
s,f
(
M2
T 2
)
(71)
where,
Js(x) =
1√
x
coth
(√
x
2
)
, Jf(x) =
1√
x
tanh
(√
x
2
)
(72)
and we have used the fact that the first two heat kernel coefficients are proportional to the volume
and Euler characteristic of Σ, respectively, and cancel in the free energy difference when computed
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using the ‘stretched’ reference flat space metric, g¯ij(x; ), as detailed in section II. The first term in
the expansion is then determined by the heat kernel coefficients [12],
ds4 =
1
240pi
(
1− 10ξ + 30ξ2) ∫ d2x√gR2∣∣∣∣
Σ
, df4 = −
1
480pi
∫
d2x
√
gR2
∣∣∣∣
Σ
(73)
for the 2-dimensional scalar and Dirac operators, respectively. These give a leading contribution to
∆F that agrees precisely with the expressions obtained by using the form derived from hydrostatics
in equation (62), and the value of the coefficient b(T ) determined from the perturbative results in
equations (55) and (56).
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